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Abstract

An accurate prediction of the geo-neutrino signal from the crust serves as a necessary

prerequisite in the determination of the geo-neutrino flux from the mantle. In this work

we report the non-negligible effect associated to the exact three-flavor antineutrino sur-

vival probability in the calculation of the crustal geo-neutrino signal, which was usually

approximated as a constant average in previous studies. A geo-neutrino signal under-

estimation of about 1-2 TNU is observed as a result of the oscillatory behaviour within

the local crustal region extending for about 300 km from the experimental site. We also

estimated that the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein matter oscillation is responsible for a

0.1%-0.3% increase of the local crustal signal, depending on the detector location. This

work reminds that the exact oscillation possibility in matter should be considered for

future prediction of the local crustal geo-neutrino signal.
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1 Introduction

The electron antineutrinos νe from the beta decays of heat generating elements (HGEs) (i.e.,

U, Th, K) in the Earth interior are usually called geo-neutrinos [1–7]. Geo-neutrinos are

considered to be a unique probe to reveal the fundamental geochemical and geophysical is-

sues [8,9], and have attracted increasing attention since the experimental measurements from

KamLAND [10–12] and Borexino [13–16]. The existence of geo-neutrinos was first indicated

in 2005 by KamLAND [10], and then first evidenced in 2010 by Borexino [13]. The latest ob-

servations of geo-neutrinos have been obtained in KamLAND at the significance of 7.9 σ [12]

and in Borexino at 5.9 σ [16], respectively. Besides these two experiments, next-generation

experiments like SNO+ [17, 18], JUNO [19, 20], Hanohano [21] and Jinping [22–24] are also

going to join the family of geo-neutrino observation. Although the unambiguous signals of

geo-neutrinos have been discovered and a certain amount of data has been collected by the

pioneer detectors, more information is still required to make the discrimination between the

signals from U and Th, observe the geo-neutrinos from the mantle 1, and test different models

of the radiogenic heat.

Among all the problems of geo-scientific importance, a direct observation of geo-neutrinos

from the mantle [25] is vital to the determination of the mantle’s radiogenic power and

the mode of mantle convection [26–29]. However, different from the crust, the mantle is

almost unreachable and we have very limited knowledge about the abundance and distribution

of radioactive elements in this region. The contributions of crust and mantle cannot be

separated by the current and next-generation geo-neutrino experiments, since they are liquid

scintillator detectors, and rely on the inverse beta decay (IBD) detection process [31, 32],

which is insensitive to the direction of low energy antineutrinos [33]. As a result, we are

left with an indirect substraction method of extracting the mantle component of geo-neutrino

events by subtracting the crustal geo-neutrinos from total experimental data [19,23,25,34–39].

To carry out a precision geo-neutrino measurement for the mantle, the accurate calculation

of crustal geo-neutrinos will be very important.

The uncertainties of the crustal geo-neutrino calculations come from many aspects, in-

cluding the experimental location, geo-neutrino energy spectra at production, the oscillation

probability and the interaction cross section at detection, among which two of them are sub-

stantial. The first one comes from the uncertainty for the geological information in the crust,

in particular, for the structure, density and abundance of U and Th in the near-field crust

of the experimental site [35, 37, 38]. The geochemical uncertainties of U, Th abundances are

typically much larger than the geophysical uncertainties of the density and thickness. The

second one is the contribution from antineutrino oscillations from the geo-neutrino produc-

tion to detection processes. The possibility for geo-neutrinos to keep their flavors unchanged

during propagation is described by the survival probability. Although some studies [39–41]

did take into account of the three-flavor survival probability when doing the signal prediction.

In most the previous calculations, since one needs to integral the whole crust of the Earth,

an average survival probability is more likely to be approximated [10, 13, 25, 29, 30, 34–38] to

1A preliminary indication of the non-zero mantle signal at the 99.0% confidence level has been reported

by the Borexino collaboration [16]
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account for the geo-neutrino disappearance during their propagation:

〈Pee〉 ≃ cos4 θ13

(

1− 1

2
sin2 2θ12

)

+ sin4 θ13 . (1)

Along with the improvement for the experimental accuracy of the oscillation parameters and

current and future geo-neutrino measurements, this simple approximation cannot be taken

for granted and one should carefully treat the oscillation effects when making the crustal

geo-neutrino calculations.

First, from the point of view of the crustal geology, the Earth is unevenly distributed. The

crustal depth can range from 10 km in the oceanic region to more than 60 km in the vicinity

of the Tibet Plateau. Meanwhile, U and Th abundance distributions are also not uniform

at the regional level and vary significantly according to their forming history. The combi-

nation of these uneven distributions with the energy and distance dependent antineutrino

oscillation probability makes the average constant not a good approximation in the future

accurate calculations. Second, the trajectories of geo-neutrinos during their propagation are

inside the Earth, the terrestrial matter effects should also be considered for future precision

measurements [23, 42–44].

In this work, we plan to quantify the variations on the geo-neutrino signal caused by

these oscillation effects and, particularly, demonstrate the former is non-negligible. Without

involving any local refined geological models [35, 37, 38, 40] for one particular experimental

site, we are going to use the global model of CRUST1.0 [45] to define the structural layers and

density distributions of the whole crust, where the crust is divided into 1◦ × 1◦ cells with a

distinction between the oceanic and continental crusts. Within CRUST1.0, the different crustal

layers are subdivided according to a depth-dependent density profile. For the geo-neutrino

calculation, we assign the average U and Th abundances for each crustal type according to

the global average studies in Refs. [34, 40, 46, 47]. We show that an underestimate of around

1-2 TNU for the geo-neutrino signal is observed for the current running and future detectors if

the average constant is approximated in the calculations, among which most of the deviations

happen in the local crustal region of around 300 km.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we give the calculation of geo-neutrino oscilla-

tions including the terrestrial matter effects. Then we calculate the local crustal geo-neutrino

signals with exact and average antineutrino oscillation probabilities and discuss their effects

in future precision experiments in Sec. 3. Finally, we summarize the results of this work in

Sec. 4.

2 Calculation inputs

In this section, we first review the fundamentals of geo-neutrino production and detection,

which are one of the prerequisites to calculate the geo-neutrino signals, and then discuss

the antineutrino oscillation effects when geo-neutrinos propagate from the production to the

detection points. Because all the processes of antineutrino production, propagation and de-

tection take place inside the terrestrial matter, we shall calculate the antineutrino survival

probability in matter by assuming the averaged matter potential.
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2.1 Geo-neutrino production and detection

Geo-neutrinos are produced in the decay chains of the main natural radionuclides, which have

half-lives longer than or compatible to the age of the Earth [27]:

238U → 206Pb + 8 4He + 6 e− + 6 νe + 51.7 [MeV] ,
232Th → 208Pb + 6 4He + 4 e− + 4 νe + 42.7 [MeV] ,

40K → 40Ca + e− + νe + 1.311 [MeV] . (2)

The endpoints, which define the maximal energies that geo-neutrinos can carry, are 3.27 MeV,

2.25 MeV, and 1.311 MeV for the 238U, 232Th decay series and 40K beta decay, respectively.

From Eq.(2) one can see that, for each radioisotope, there is a strict connection between the

number of emitted geo-neutrinos and the radiogenic heat production rate. Thus geo-neutrino

measurements might provide a significant check on the Earth content of heat generating

elements.

The energy spectrum for each beta transition with maximum electron energy Emax is well

established [48]:

N(Ee) =
G2

F |M |2
2π3

F (Z,Ee)(Emax − Ee)
2Ee

√

E2
e −m2

e , (3)

where GF is the Fermi constant. F (Z,Ee) is the Fermi function accounting for the effect of

the coulomb field of the nucleus and Z is the nuclear charge of the daughter nucleus. The

antineutrino spectrum is obtained from the beta spectrum by replacing Eν = Emax − Ee,

according to the energy conservation in the beta decay process. The whole antineutrino

spectra for 238U and 232Th can be obtained as shown in Fig. 1, by summing up the normalized

energy spectra of every beta transition contained in the decay chains of the isotopes:

fX(Eν) =
∑

ij

Rij

∑

k

Iij,k

(

1

K
Nij,k(Eν)

)

, (4)

where X represents 238U or 232Th, Rij is the probability of beta decay i → j in the chain,

the value of which can be recursively obtained according to the branching ratios of the decay

series. Iij,k is defined as the percentage intensity of the kth beta transition in the beta decay

i → j, particularly,
∑

k

Iij,k = 1. K is the normalization constant that makes the integral of the

spectrum Nij,k(Eν) equal to 1. The endpoint energies and the absolute intensity information

are taken from the web site of the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC). Compared to the

previous widely used geo-neutrino spectra [48], our spectra are calculated using the latest

nuclear database with more beta transition branches, i.e., 113 individual beta decays for 238U

and 83 for 232Th.

Geo-neutrinos are primarily detected by the IBD reaction, where an electron antineutrino

interacts with a free proton in the organic liquid scintillator (LS) to produce a positron and

a neutron:

νe + p → e+ + n − 1.806 [MeV] . (5)

The positron quickly annihilates and releases two 0.511 MeV gamma rays which form a prompt

signal. With a time interval of ∼ 200µs, the neutron is captured by a proton and produce a
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Figure 1: The geo-neutrino energy spectra of 238U and 232Th. The spectra are normalized to

the head elements of the decay chains and the integral of each spectrum corresponds to the

number of geo-neutrinos produced in each decay chain.

2.2 MeV gamma ray which forms a delayed signal. The prompt and delayed signals, which

are correlated in position and time, making good distinguishing characteristics for electron

antineutrinos. The threshold energy of the IBD reaction is approximately 1.806 MeV, which

means there is no signal for the geo-neutrinos below this threshold and thus the antineutrinos

produced by the 40K decay chains are invisible to the detector.

2.2 Geo-neutrino oscillations

The three-flavor survival probability for electron antineutrino νe propagating in the vacuum

can be described as [42]

Pee = 1− P0 − P∗ , (6)

with

P0 = sin22θ12cos
4θ13sin

2∆21 ,

P∗ =
1

2
sin22θ13(1− cos∆∗cos∆21 + cos2θ12sin∆∗sin∆21) , (7)

and

∆ij = 1.27(∆m2

ijL)/Eν ,

∆∗ = ∆31 +∆32 , (8)

where θ12 and θ13 are the mixing angles, ∆m2
ij is the square mass difference of antineutrinos

in eV2, Eν is the antineutrino energy in MeV, and L is the propagation distance in me-

ters. The values for the mixing angles and mass-squared differences have been measured by

series of neutrino experiments. In the calculation, we assume the mass ordering to be nor-

mal (m1 < m2 < m3) and take the oscillation parameters provided by the Particle Data Group

(PDG) [49]. The four parameters required in Eq. (1) and Eq. (6) as well as their uncertainties

are: sin2θ12 = 0.307± 0.013, sin2θ13 = (2.12± 0.08)× 10−2, ∆m2
21 = (7.53± 0.18)× 10−5eV2,

∆m2
32 = (2.51± 0.05)× 10−3eV2. With these parameters, the average survival probability in
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Eq. (1) can be evaluated as 〈Pee〉 = 0.55+0.01
−0.01. By contrast, the exact survival probability in

the framework of three generations of antineutrinos are calculated by Eq. (6).

The Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect highlights that antineutrino oscillation

can be modified in matter [50]. Taking this effect into consideration, some modifications

would be applied to get the effective oscillation parameters [42, 48]:

sin22θ̃12 ≃ sin22θ12

(

1− 2
Acc

∆21

cos2θ12

)

,

∆m̃2

21 ≃ ∆m2

21 + Acccos2θ12 ,

∆̃∗ ≃ ∆∗ + Acc . (9)

where

Acc = 2
√
2GFNeEν , (10)

and Ne is the electron number density related to the matter density of the propagation

trajectory with an electron fraction of ∼ 0.5. For the matter density, we take the average

value as described in CRUST1.0. Note that the correction for sin2θ13 is at the level of O(10−4)

and can be safely neglected. With the effective oscillation parameters, the survival probability

in matter P̃ee can be calculated the same way as that in vacuum by Eq. (6).

2.3 The global crustal model

CRUST1.0 [45], an updated global model of crustal structure, is developed from the previous

widely used model CRUST2.0 and characterized by the refined 1◦×1◦ grid. The crustal thick-

ness data are obtained from the active seismic techniques which can be used to image the

Earth’s structure. Around 40 crustal types are assigned in CRUST1.0 and the crustal proper-

ties for areas without local seismic or gravity constraint can be extrapolated from them. Each

of the 1◦ × 1◦ cells consists of 8 layers: water, ice, upper sediments, middle sediments, lower

sediments, upper crust, middle crust and lower crust. Four parameters including boundary

depth, compressional velocity, shear velocity and density are given for these layers. To cal-

culate the geo-neutrino flux, we still need a full knowledge of the distribution of radiogenic

elements U and Th. We take the average abundances from Refs. [34,46,47] and assume them

to be uniform in each layer, see Table 1. Here, the upper five layers in CRUST1.0 are treated

as one single sedimentary layer and the crust is further divided into continental crust and

oceanic crust.

3 Crustal geo-neutrino signal

In this section we start from the discussion about the geo-neutrino signal prediction method.

Then we calculate the local crustal signal at different experimental sites both for the case of

average survival probability and for the case of exact survival probability. The correction on

geo-neutrino signal given by the MSW oscillation is also discussed.
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Table 1: Summary of U, Th abundances (in ppm) in geological layers, including the sedimen-

tary layer (Sed), upper crust (UC), middle crust (MC) and lower crust (LC). The crust also

distinguishes between continental crust (CC) and oceanic crust (OC).

Element Sed CC OC

UC MC LC

U 1.73 2.70 1.30 0.2 0.07

Th 8.10 10.5 6.5 1.2 0.21

3.1 Geo-neutrino prediction

In general, the differential geo-neutrino signal from isotope X with energy between Eν and

Eν + dEν can be calculated from

SX(Eν) = Nptε(Eν)σ(Eν)ΦX(Eν) . (11)

Here, Np is the number of free protons in the liquid scintillator. t is the detecting time and

ε(Eν) is the efficiency for the detector; σ(Eν) is the cross section for IBD reaction taken from

Refs. [30]; ΦX(Eν) is the differential oscillated flux for geo-neutrinos produced at position ~r

to get to the detector at position ~R:

ΦX(Eν) =

∫

V⊕

ρ(~r)

4π
∣

∣

∣

~R− ~r
∣

∣

∣

2

αX(~r)CX

τXmX

fX(Eν)Pee(Eν ,
∣

∣

∣

~R− ~r
∣

∣

∣
)d~r , (12)

where V⊕ is the physical volume over which the integration is taken; ρ(~r) is the rock density at

~r; αX(~r), CX , τX and mX are the elemental mass abundance, isotopic concentration, life time

and mass of the nucleus for isotope X; fX(Eν) is the geo-neutrino energy spectrum normalized

to the number of antineutrinos nX emitted per decay chain; Pee(Eν ,
∣

∣

∣

~R− ~r
∣

∣

∣
) is the survival

probability for electron-type antineutrinos with energy Ev. In the calculation, the isotopic

concentration is taken from Refs. [51]. The nuclear property parameters like life time and

mass of nucleus are taken from NNDC.

Then, the total geo-neutrino signal can be obtained by integrating the differential signal

over the energy. By assuming the detector with 100% efficiency and 1032 target protons to

operate continuously for one year, the geo-neutrino signal can be expressed in the Terrestrial

Neutrino Unit (TNU).

The geo-neutrino flux is calculated based on discrete volume cells and each cell is assigned

with geophysical and geochemical attributes. The flux from each cell is obtained by integrating

over the cell volume, therefore the total differential flux ΦX(Eν) can be calculated by summing

up the individual differential fluxes produced by all cells, layer by layer.

The two cases of using average and exact survival probabilities are different in the way

the flux of a single cell is calculated. On the one hand, since the average survival probability

〈Pee〉 is approximated as a constant, the term related to antineutrino energy fX(Eν) can be

taken out of the integral in Eq. (12). For the flux from cell i , there is only a need to calculate
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the 3-D integral on spatial coordinates:

Φi
X =

αi
XρiCX

4πτXmX

〈Pee〉nX

∫

i

1
∣

∣

∣

~R− ~r
∣

∣

∣

2
d~r , (13)

where nX is the number of antineutrinos emitted by one nucleus of isotope X :

nX =

∫

fX(Eν)dEν . (14)

The total signal energy spectrum is thus given by

S
〈Pee〉
X (Eν) =

Npt

nX

ε(Eν)σ(Eν)fX(Eν)
∑

i

Φi
X , (15)

On the other hand, the exact survival probability Pee is a function of energy and position. As

a result, an energy spectrum consisting of a serials of 3-D spatial integrals at specific energy

Eν is required to be calculated for the flux of cell i:

ϕi
X(Eν) =

αi
XρiCX

4πτXmX

∫

i

fX(Eν)Pee(Eν ,
∣

∣

∣

~R− ~r
∣

∣

∣
)

1
∣

∣

∣

~R− ~r
∣

∣

∣

2
d~r . (16)

And the total signal energy spectrum is:

SPee

X (Eν) = Nptε(Eν)σ(Eν)
∑

i

ϕi
X(Eν) . (17)

3.2 Calculation results

The previous approximation of average oscillation effects is significantly prompted by the

motivation that the oscillation lengths for geo-neutrinos are much smaller respect to their

propagation distances [30, 53]. The oscillation lengths are generally at a level of several tens

of kilometers, depending on the geo-neutrino energy. Besides, it has been shown that almost

half of the total geo-neutrino signal is generated in a regional crust within about 500 km

from the detector [35, 36, 40, 52]. Since the crustal depth, density and U, Th abundances are

unevenly distributed, the oscillation effect of geo-neutrinos from this area should be treated

with caution. This study focuses on the 10◦ × 10◦ local crust around the detector. Note that

the general linear dimension of 1◦ in the model CRUST1.0 is close to 100 km. To study signal

contributions from smaller regions, we subdivide the 1◦ × 1◦ tile into one hundred 0.1◦ × 0.1◦

cells with the same properties.

The cumulative signals calculated with Pee and 〈Pee〉 and their difference as a function of

distance from the detector are shown in Fig. 2. The cases of KamLAND, Borexino, SNO+,

JUNO, Hanohano and Jinping are included. One can see that the using of the 〈Pee〉 makes

the signal predictions of different experiments reduced by a non-negligible amount. As shown

in Table 2, the underestimated signals are between 1-2 TNU for most of the experiments

except Hanohano with 0.41 TNU. Hanohano is designed to be a deep ocean detector, and

the main geo-neutrino signal comes from the mantle due to the extremely thin crust at the

experimental site. Therefore, the signal contribution of the crust and the resulting oscillation

effect are very small for Hanohano.
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Figure 2: Cumulative signals calculated with Pee (black solid line, SPee
) and with 〈Pee〉 (black

dotted line, S<Pee> ) together with their difference (red dashed line, ∆S = SPee
− S<Pee> )

as function of the distance from the detector for KamLAND (a), Borexino (b), SNO+ (c),

JUNO (d), Hanohano (e), Jinping (f).
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Table 2: Geo-neutrino signals calculated with Pee (SPee
) and 〈Pee〉 (SP<ee>

), the signal differ-

ence ∆S = SPee
−S<Pee> and the relative corrections given by MSW oscillation 100× S

P̃ ee
−SPee

SPee

for the local crustal regions of 10◦× 10◦ centred at the locations of different existing and pro-

posed experimental sites.

Experiment Location S<Pee>

[TNU]

SPee

[TNU]

∆S

[TNU]

MSW

Correction [%]

KamLAND 36.43◦N, 137.31◦E [48] 17.67 19.19 1.52 0.20

Borexino 42.45◦N, 13.57◦E [14] 18.78 20.16 1.38 0.25

SNO+ 46.47◦N, 81.20◦W [17] 21.45 22.78 1.33 0.27

JUNO 22.12◦N, 112.52◦E [20] 17.95 19.31 1.36 0.19

Hanohano 20.00◦N, 156.00◦W [21] 2.31 2.72 0.41 0.14

Jinping 28.20◦N, 101.70◦E [24] 36.21 37.84 1.63 0.24

One of the dominant sources of prediction uncertainty comes from the modeling of compo-

sitional variabilities (thickness, density and U, Th abundances). When calculating the total

geo-neutrino signal based on general worldwide assumptions, the uncertainties related to the

geophysical information of density and thickness are generally of the order of a few percent,

while those associated to the U, Th abundances are typically more than 10% (i.e. 17% for

KamLAND and 16% for Borexino [52]). As for the experimental measurements, the 1σ rela-

tive uncertainties are 15.6% for KamLAND and 18% for Borexino respectively, according to

their latest reports in Refs. [12, 16]. The geology-associated uncertainties could be reduced

by building a refined local crustal model around the detector [35, 37, 38, 40].

In this work, we only consider the signal uncertainty coming from the uncertainties as-

sociated to the oscillation parameters entering the electron antineutrino survival probability.

Take JUNO as an example, and use the Gaussian Monte Carlo sampling of all the four os-

cillation parameters within their 1σ ranges for 1000 times, the uncertainty of the predicted

total local crustal signal, featured by the ratio of the 1σ error over mean value, is estimated

to be around 1.50%. The contributions from every individual oscillation parameter to the

signal uncertainty can also be obtained by sampling on the particular parameter when the

other three parameters are fixed at mean values. The resulting uncertainties are 1.47% for

sin2θ12, 0.16% for sin2θ13, and 0.03% for ∆m2
32 and 0.26% for ∆m2

21, respectively. Obviously,

the major contribution of uncertainty is from sin2θ12 and a more precise measurement of this

parameter is thus beneficial.

We define S ′ as the differential geo-neutrino signal generated by U and Th distributed at

a distance from the detector between L and L + dL. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of differential

signals calculated with Pee and 〈Pee〉 as a function of distance from the detector. It should be

noted that the difference only exist in the local area around 300 km, beyond this range, the

difference will practically disappear. Thus we conclude that the average survival probability

can be used for the far-field crust, i.e. at a distance greater than 300 km. Using the average
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green), Hanohano (dashed magenta), KamLAND (dotted blue), SNO+ (dashed black), Jin-

ping (dashed grey).

survival probability in the near field would lead to an underestimation of the total signal

between 2% and 5%, depending on the detector location.

Geo-neutrinos propagate through the Earth and will inevitably feel the matter potential

of the electrons and nucleons. This is shown by the difference between the matter-corrected

survival probability and the vacuum counterpart, of which the relative matter-induced correc-

tion can reach 4% and is mainly attributed to ∆m2
21 and sin2θ12 [42]. With P̃ee(Eν ,

∣

∣

∣

~R − ~r
∣

∣

∣
)

to define the survival probability under the MSW oscillation effect, the relative difference in

signal given by the MSW oscillation versus distance from the detector is shown in Fig. 4.

We note that the effect of the MSW oscillation is mainly limited to a range of few hundred

kilometres distance from the experimental site. The MSW oscillation effect comes from a

combined effect of the distance travelled by a geo-neutrino that is produced in a given ge-

ological reservoir with a specific matter density. The corrections are around 0.1% to 0.3%

of the total local crustal signals, as shown in the rightmost column of Table 2. Clearly, the

correction sizes for experimental sites dominated by continental crust (SNO+, Borexino and

Jinping) are relatively larger. While for JUNO and KamLAND, which are on the margins

of continents, the corrections are smaller. Hanohano has the least correction size because

it would be located deep in the ocean. By using the averaged oscillation effects for the geo-

neutrino signals 2 from the far field crust and mantle, the overall effect of the MSW oscillation

on the total signal at JUNO is estimated to be ∼ 0.3%.

2The geo-neutrino signals from the continental lithospheric mantle, depleted mantle and enriched mantle

are inherited from Ref. [36].
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) calculated respec-

tively with the MSW oscillated survival probability (P̃ee) and the vacuum survival proba-

bility (Pee) as function of the distance from the detector for JUNO (solid red), Borexino

(solid green), Hanohano (dashed magenta), KamLAND (dotted blue), SNO+ (dashed black),

Jinping (dashed grey).

4 Conclusion

In previous studies, the average oscillation effect was widely used for the prediction of total

geo-neutrino flux. However, this will result in an inaccurate estimation for the near-field geo-

neutrinos. For the mantle contribution indirectly obtained by predicting the crustal signal,

this effect is particularly not negligible.

Based on the model CRUST1.0 and U, Th abundances provided by global geological studies,

we calculate the local crustal signals using both the average and exact oscillation effects. The

results demonstrate that the average oscillation effect makes the predicted signal 1-2 TNU

smaller than the exact one except for Hanohano with the signal underestimation of 0.41 TNU.

The signal deviations mainly exist in the near field of 300 km around the detector. Therefore,

it is better to carry out the accurate prediction with exact oscillation effect just within the

region of local crust. Through Gaussian Monte Carlo sampling of the oscillation parameters,

the uncertainty for the total local crustal signal is estimated to be ∼ 1.5%, with the dominant

contribution from sin2θ12. For the MSW effect, the matter-induced corrections on the local

crustal signal are estimated between 0.1% to 0.3% for different experimental sites, where the

experimental sites in the continental crust have larger correction sizes than the counterparts

located in oceanic crustal regions.

As we are going to enter the era of precision measurements of geo-neutrino signals, in

order to obtain an accurate and unbiased crust signal, we remind to use the exact survival

probability within the local region of 300 km, while it is rather enough to approximate the

calculation with the average survival probability in the far field area. This conclusion is even

more relevant when the local refined crust models are employed. We hope this study is useful

for current and future geo-neutrino experiments.
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